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Abstract—This paper studies the impact of the energy upon electricity markets using Multidimensional Scaling (MDS). MDS is a computational and statistical technique that produces a spatial representation of similarity between objects through factors of relatedness. MDS represents in a low dimensional map data points whose similarities are defined in a higher dimensional space. Data from major energy and electricity markets is considered. Several maps produced by MDS are presented and discussed revealing that this method is useful for understanding the correlation between them. Furthermore, the results help electricity markets agents hedging against Market Clearing Price (MCP) volatility.


I. NOMENCLATURE

The notation used throughout the paper is stated below.

\[ d_{CB} \] Citybock distance between each pair of observations
\[ d_{SE} \] Standardized Euclidean distance between each pair of observations
\[ m \] number of observations
\[ x \] variable
\[ V \] \( n \times n \) diagonal matrix whose \( j^{th} \) diagonal element is \( S(j)^2 \)
\[ S \] vector of standard deviations
\[ n \] number of variables \( x \)

II. INTRODUCTION

Due to the specific nature of the electricity commodity, namely its non-storability, and due to the necessity of maintaining the electrical system constantly in balance, wide fluctuations on spot market prices occur. This effect, when associated to heat or cold climate waves, can stimulate the spot price to climb up to 1000% for short periods of time [13]. Therefore, the volatility is unusually high even when compared with other energy markets such as oil or gas. Another implication of the electricity non-storability is the impossibility of transferring a certain amount of energy from one part of the world to another one, without considering transmission restrictions. However, besides the instantaneous nature of the product electrical energy, factors like the uncertainty associated to fuel prices, energy demand, generation availability or, even, social and political events have also a high impact on price volatility [14,1,2,15].

Facing this state of affairs, electricity market agents have to deal with the necessity of understanding phenomena that are at the basis of market price evolution. The knowledge of those factors allows decision makers to develop the most adequate set of strategies to sell, or to buy, electric energy in the spot, forward and futures market. In addition, those strategies are important to practice the hedge against electricity market price volatility and, simultaneously, to increase the profits.

Derivatives markets were introduced in electricity markets to allow their agents to eliminate the risk of credit and to turn the market more liquid. This effect is mainly due to the appearance of new agents that operate in traditional markets, that see in electricity markets an opportunity to withdraw dividends and to increase the efficiency in risk management. In addition, some of the new agents described above are also active participants on energy markets, like oil and natural gas.

The first power plants were driven by waterpower or by coal, but today we rely on a larger variety namely, coal, nuclear, natural gas, hydroelectric and petroleum, with a small contribution from solar energy, wind generators and geothermal sources. Figure 1 illustrates the production of electricity in the U.S. by source for the year 2009.

From Fig. 1 it is clear that, in the U.S. and for the year 2009, the main sources for the production of electricity are coal, natural gas and nuclear.

For better understanding electricity markets, price behavior and their correlation with the evolution of energy prices, the Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) technique is used in this paper [3,4,5,16,6].

MDS is adopted in distinct scientific areas such as visualizing time-varying correlations across stock markets [7,8], signal processing [9,20], digital communications [10], adaptive controllers [21] and music [11]. However, presently there are no studies about applying MDS for analyzing electricity market prices and their correlation with the energy price evolution.

Monthly historical data, from July 2007 up to August 2010, for energy and electricity markets is used. It is considered data from July 2007, because OMEL defined prices for Portugal
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and Spain separately due to market splitting, from that date. In Tables 1 and 2 are presented the energy and the electricity markets used in this study. For PJM Interconnection electricity market is used Locational Marginal Price (LMP) Load Weighted Mean Price.

Fig. 1. Sources of electricity in the U.S. during 2009 ([a] Anthracite, bituminous, subbituminous, lignite, waste coal, and coal synfuel. [b] Distillate fuel oil, residual fuel oil, jet fuel, kerosene, and waste oil. [c] Blast furnace gas, propane gas, and other manufactured and waste gases derived from fossil fuels. [d] Wood, black liquor, other wood waste, biogenic municipal solid waste, landfill gas, sludge waste, agriculture byproducts, other biomass, geothermal, solar thermal, photovoltaic energy, and wind. [e] Non-biogenic municipal solid waste, batteries, chemicals, hydrogen, pitch, purchased steam, sulfur, tire-derived fuel, and miscellaneous technologies).

Bearing these ideas in mind, the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the MDS method. Section 3 presents a case study. Section 4 discusses the results out coming from the MDS processing. Finally Section 5 outlines the main conclusions.

### III. MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING

MDS is a technique for the analysis of similarity or dissimilarity data on a set of objects [17]. Its main purpose is to find a configuration of the data points in a low n-dimensional space, such that the original distance between objects in the full-dimensional space is represented with some degree of fidelity by the distances between points in the low-dimensional space. This means that observations that are close together in a high-dimensional space should be close in the low-dimensional space and vice-versa. Many aspects of MDS were originally developed by researchers in the social science community and the method is now widely available in some statistical packages [18].

#### A. Classical Multidimensional Scaling

Classical scaling is also known under the names Torgerson scaling and Torgerson-Gower scaling, because the first practical method available was a technique presented in [3,5,16], and it is based on theorems developed in [4,6]. The fundamental idea of classical multidimensional scaling is to transform the distance matrix into a cross-product matrix and, then, to find its eigen-decomposition, which gives a Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Due to this reason in some literature classical multidimensional scaling is also referred as PCA. Like PCA, MDS can be used with supplementary or illustrative elements, which are projected into the dimensions after they have been computed.

### B. Nonclassical Multidimensional Scaling

Nonclassical multidimensional scaling creates a configuration of points whose inter-point distances approximate the given dissimilarities. This is sometimes a too strict requirement and non-metric scaling is designed to relax it a bit. Instead of trying to approximate the dissimilarities themselves, non-metric scaling approximates a nonlinear, but monotonic, transformation of them. Because of the monotonicity, larger or smaller distances on a plot of the output will correspond to larger or smaller dissimilarities, respectively. However, the nonlinearity makes only an attempt to preserve the ordering of dissimilarities. Therefore, there may be contractions or expansions of distances at different scales.

There are two forms of nonclassical multidimensional scaling namely, metric scaling and nonmetric scaling. In metric MDS it is created a configuration of points such that their inter-point distances approximate the original dissimilarities. One measure of the goodness of fit of that approximation is known as the “stress”. Nonmetric MDS has a slightly less ambitious goal than metric scaling. Instead of attempting to create a configuration of points, for which the pairwise distances approximate the original dissimilarities, it attempts only to approximate the ranks of the dissimilarities. Another way of saying this is that nonmetric MDS creates a configuration of points whose inter-point distances approximate a monotonic transformation of the original dissimilarities [17,19,12,5,16,19].

It should be noted that MDS maps are insensitive to translations and rotations since they are based on relative measurements. In fact, usually MDS plots are centered merely by some “center of mass” algorithm. Furthermore, often the comparison index between points is abstract and, no units are assigned to the axis of MDS representations. Therefore, MDS charts are interpreted mainly from the point of view of clusters of points and relative distances between them, rather than given some meaning to the absolute coordinates.

### IV. CASE STUDY

This study aims to study the correlation between energy and electricity markets prices using nonmetric scaling. To achieve this goal, historical data from major energy, stock and electricity markets is used.

#### A. Energy and Electricity Markets

Table 1 and 2 present the energy market prices2,3 and the electricity markets4,6,7, respectively.
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B. Nonmetric Scaling Stress Function

In this case study is adopted the Nonmetric Scaling form of Nonclassical MDS. Two measures are compared and used to measure the distance \( d_{ij} \) between each pair of observations. In this paper are considered the CityBlock, \( d^{\text{CB}}_{st} \), and Standardized Euclidean distance metric function, \( d^{\text{SE}}_{st} \), defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
    d^{\text{CB}}_{st} &= \sum_{j=1}^{m} |x_{st} - x_{ij}| \\
    \left( d^{\text{SE}}_{st} \right)^2 &= \left( x_{st} - x_{ij} \right) V^{\frac{1}{2}} \left( x_{st} - x_{ij} \right)^\prime
\end{align*}
\]

where \( x_i \) and \( x_j \) are two distinct observations and \( m \) is the total number of points.

The performance of the two alternative indices is compared in the sequel.

C. Number of Dimensions in MDS

The variation on the “stress” value with the number of dimensions to use is presented in Fig. 2. The goodness-of-fit criterion used, also known as the “stress”, is the sum of squares of the inter-point distances.

From Fig. 2 we conclude that the required number of dimensions to use is \( n = 3 \) for the Cityblock and Standard Euclidean distances. However, we can verify that Cityblock metric function has, for all dimensions \( n \) of the MDS plot, lower “stress” values; therefore, in this work will be adopted the metric function Cityblock.

V. RESULTS

The nonmetric MDS solution plot of the configuration for \( n = 3 \) is represented in Fig. 3. It is clear the emergence of three major clusters: U.S. PJM electricity market and energy group \{PJM, NG, WTI, BRENT\}, Iberian electricity market \{OMEL-PT, OMEL-ES\} and electricity market group \{EXAA, GME\}.

In U.S. the main sources for the production of electricity are coal, natural gas and nuclear. This is the reason why PJM electricity market is closer to natural gas energy markets (NG) than oil markets (WTI and BRENT). Moreover, the natural gas market (NG) used in this case study is for U.S., which reinforces its proximity to the PJM electricity market.

To check the fitting of the output MDS configuration and to analyze the disparities, it is useful to analyze the Shepard chart depicted in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2. Stress variation versus the number \( n \) of dimensions of the MDS plot.

Fig. 3. Nonmetric MDS solution.

Fig. 4. Shepard plot for \( n = 3 \).

\( \text{http://en.exaa.at/market/historical/austria_germany/} \)

\( \text{http://www.mercatoelettrico.org/En/Statistiche/ME/DatiStorici.aspx} \)
fiting tends to contract small distances relative to the corresponding dissimilarities. This result is perfectly acceptable in practice and demonstrates that MDS can be easily adopted for the visual analysis of energy and electricity market prices.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed a statistical graphical method for visualizing time-varying correlations between energy market and electricity market behavior. We illustrated the MDS-based method on the basis of monthly price average for three energy markets and five electricity markets.

The results show, clearly, the emergence of three major groups: U.S. PJM electricity market and energy group {PJM, NG, WTI, BRENT}, Iberian electricity market {OMEL-PT, OMEL-ES} and electricity market group {EXAA, GME}. From the described groups, natural gas is closer to PJM electricity market then oil group. This is due to the importance of combined cycle power plants upon the electricity production. The natural gas market (NG) used in this case study is for U.S., which reinforces its proximity to the PJM electricity market. In European electricity markets this effect is not so strong.

There are several issues relevant for further research. A first issue concerns applying the proposed method to alternative data sets, to see how informative the method can be in these cases. A second issue concerns incorporating the graphical evidence in an econometric time series model for improving empirical specification strategies.
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